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FOLIATIONS WITH NONORIENTABLE LEAVES
W. G. DWYER, D. B. ELLIS AND R. H. SZCZARBA
Abstract. We prove that a codimension one foliation of an orientable paracompact
manifold has at most a countable number of nonorientable leaves. We also give an
example of a codimension one foliation of a compact orientable manifold with an
infinite number of nonorientable leaves.

Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the occurrence of
nonorientable leaves in a codimension one foliation of an orientable manifold.
Suppose that ?Fis a codimension one foliation of the orientable manifold M defined

by the subbundle E of the tangent bundle TM of M. Let Q = TM/E be the normal
bundle of CF.If Q is orientable, then so is E (since TM is orientable) and each leaf L
of F must be orientable (since TL = E\L). If Q is nonorientable, then so is E and
the leaves of ÍFmay or may not be orientable.1 For example, let M be the total space

of the flat 5'-bundle over RP2 defined by the homomorphism
cp:<7Tx(RP2)-* Diff(S")

with <p(u) complex conjugation on S] c C, u nonzero in ttx(RP2). Then M is
covered by S2 X Sx and the images of the sets S2 X (y), y e S1, define a codimension one foliation of M. This foliation has exactly two nonorientable leaves which
correspond to the two fixed points of y(u) (see §1).
On the other hand, it is not possible for all leaves of % to be nonorientable. In fact,
a nonorientable leaf of a foliation of an orientable manifold is easily seen to have
nontrivial leaf holonomy. It then follows from a result of Epstein, Millett, and
Tischler [1] that the union of all nonorientable leaves is contained in the complement
of a dense Gs.
Our result is the following.
Theorem
paracompact
leaves.

1. Let ^ be a codimension one foliation of a connected orientable
manifold M. Then *§ has at most a countable number of nonorientable

The proof of this result is given in §3. An example is given in §1 to show that the
number of nonorientable leaves can be infinite.
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1In a conversation with several of the authors, W. S. Massey asked whether an orientable manifold
could have a foliation with nonorientable leaves. It was his question that motivated this paper. We are
also indebted to Larry Conlon for helpful conversations on this matter.
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Remarks. 1. If q > 1, foliations of codimension q can be constructed with an
uncountable number of nonorientable leaves. For example, the flat S^-bundle over
RP2 defined by reflection in an equator Sq~x of Sq has one nonorientable leaf for
each pont of the equator Sq~ '.
2. We note that it is possible for a nonorientable codimension foliation of an
orientable manifold to have no nonorientable leaves. To construct an example, let £
be a nonorientable line bundle over the two-dimensional torus T2. Then £ © £ is
trivial so £ can be realized as a subbundle of the tangent bundle of T2 and therefore
defines a nonorientable codimension one foliation of T2. Since each leaf of this
foliation is one dimensional, it is also orientable. It follows that, for any orientable
manifold M, M X T2 is orientable and has a nonorientable codimension one
foliation with no nonorientable leaves.
3. The argument used to prove Theorem 1 can be modified slightly to prove that
the number of resilient leaves in a codimension one foliation of a paracompact
manifold is countable.

1. An example. In this section, we construct a codimension one foliation of a
compact orientable three-dimensional
manifold M with an infinite number of
nonorientable leaves.
Let X be a nonorientable surface of genus three. Then nx( X) has generators a, ß, e
and one relation a/ScT/3~'e2 = 1 (see Massey [3, p. 135], for example). Suppose/and
g are elements of Diff(S') with / orientation reversing, g orientation-preserving, and
f2 = id. We can then define a homomorphism cp: wx(X) -» Difl^S') by setting
<p(a) = g,

<p(ß) = id,

<p(e)=/.

Let T be the image of cp in Diff(S'). Define M = M(f,g) to be the flat S'-bundle
over A'defined by the homomorphism cp; explicitly, M = X X Sx/ttx(X), where A'is
the universal cover of X, trx(X) acts on X by covering transformations, on Sx using
cp, and diagonally onlx
Sx. The leaves of the foliation ÜJ= <&(f,g) of M are the
images L(z) of the sets X X (z), z e S], under the natural projection X X Sx -» M.
The following facts are easily verified:

(1.1) M is orientable.
(1.2) L(zx) = L(z2) if and only if z2 is in the T orbit of zx.
(1.3) L(z) is nonorientable

if and only if z is fixed by an orientation

reversing

difffeomorphism in T.
For example, to prove (1.1), let X —>X be the two-fold orientable covering space
with covering involution h : X -* X. It is not difficult to see that X X S' is a two-fold
covering space of M with covering involution h X /. Since both h and / reverse
orientation, h X /preserves orientation and it follows that M is orientable.
Statement (1.2) follows immediately from the definition of M. To prove (1.3), note
that a leaf L(z) is nonorientable if and only if the normal bundle to L(z) in M is
nonorientable. It is easy to see that this normal bundle is the flat line bundle over
L(z) defined by the linearized leaf holonomy group. Statement (1.3) now follows
from the fact that the leaf holonomy group of L(z) can be identified with the
subgroup of T fixing z.
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We now define explicit /, g g Diff( 5 ' ) with the property that the foliation
"J = Lïï(f,g) of M = M(f,g) described above has an infinite number of nonorienta-

ble leaves.
Consider the circle 5' as the real projective line RPX, and let f,g be the
diffeomorphisms of S' given, in terms of the natural identification Sx = RPX = R U
(oo) by the formulas

(1.4)

/(*)=

l/x,

g(x) = x-2.

Let T be the subgroup of the group of diffeomorphisms of 5' generated by /and g.
The map / is orientation reversing and of order two, while g is orientation
preserving. Each composite f ° g" (n > 1) is orientation reversing and has fixed
points n ± v«2 + 1. For each n > 1, let x„ denote the particular fixed point xn
denote the particular fixed point

(1.5)

x„ = n + vV + 1

of / ° g". In particular, each of the leaves L(xn) is nonorientable.
Proposition

1.1. The collection {xn\n ^ 1) of points of Sx is not contained in a

finite union of Y-orbits.

Corollary.

///, g g DiffiS') are as in (1.4), then the foliation °7(/, g) of M(f, g)

has an infinite number of nonorientable leaves.

The Corollary follows immediately from (1.2), (1.3) and Proposition
proof of Proposition 1.1 is given in the next section.

1.1. The

2. The proof of Proposition 1.1. For each positive integer k, let r(k) denote the
collection of prime numbers which appear to an odd power in the prime factorization of k. The proof of Proposition 1.1 depends upon the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. // the points x„,xm
r(m2 +1)=
r(n2 + 1).

Proof of Proposition

(defined in (1.5)) lie in the same Y-orbit, then

1.1 (from Lemma 2.1). It is enough to show that for any

integer n ^ 1 there exists an m > n such that xm does not lie in T(xx) U • • • U Y(xn).
Let 5 be the finite set of primes given by S = U "k^xr(k2 + I), and let p be some

prime congruent to 1 modulo 4 which does not appear in 5. (The existence of such a
p is guaranteed by Dirichlet's result that there are an infinite number of primes in
any arithmetic progression.) The multiplicative group of nonzero residues mod/? is
cyclic of order/? — 1, and, since 4 divides/? — 1, there exists a residue class mrnod p
such that m2 = -1 (/?). Let m be the unique positive integer less than /? which
represents m. By construction,/? divides m2 + I and (since m2 < (/? — I)2),p2 does
not divide m2 + 1, so that/? g r(m2 + 1). Since/? £ S, it follows from Lemma 2.1
thatxm<£ r(*,)U ••• U Y(x„).
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Any transformation in T can be written in the form
x —>(ax + b)/(cx + d), where a, b, c and d are integers. In particular, if xm lies in
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the T-orbit of xn, there exist integers a, b, c, d such that

/—,-

,

,

/ ax„ + b\

^^^^^[ct^-äj-

This implies that y m2 -Y 1 lies in the quadratic extension field of Q generated by
\n2 -Y 1 . Since neither n2 + 1 nor m2 + 1 is a perfect square, each of the fields
Q(\n2 + 1 ) and Q(ym2 + 1 ) is a nontrivial quadratic extension of Q. It follows
that \m2 + 1 lies in Q(\n2 + 1 ) if and only if these two extensions coincide.
However, if r(m2 + 1) * r(n2 + I), these extensions are distinguished from one
another by the discriminant (see, for example, Marcus [2, p. 33, Exercise 1, p. 39]).
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
3. The proof of Theorem 1. Let M be a smooth, connected, orientable, paracompact «-manifold, VTa codimension one foliation of M and fix a smooth, onedimensional foliation £, transverse to fF. Note that in general, £ is not orientable. Let
((U¡, <Pj)\i= 1,2,... ) be a countable, locally finite coordinate cover of M which is
regular with respect to both the foliations S7and £ on M. That is cp,: U,■-» D"~ ' X /
are diffeomorphisms such that if 'itand £ are the trivial foliations, (D"~x X (/)|/ g /}
and ((x) X I\x g D"'x) of D" ' X / respectively, then

cp:'(5) = ^|c/,

<p-'(E) = £|c/.

for i = 1,2.
For each pair (/', j) with U¡ n Ul•* 0, fix xiJ g Ui•n c/. Consider the component
J(Xjj) of the intersection of the leaf of £ containing x:/ with í/ n Í/; by the choice
of the Uj's each J(x¡¡) is a subarc of a leaf of £. Now J(x¡¡) can be projected along
leaves in U¡ and Uj to subarcs ^(x,7) and JJ(xij) of <p~'({0)X /) and cp~'({0) X /),
respectively. More precisely, the projection px;: J(x¡¡) -* J¡(xt)
is defined by
/?,(cp7'(x, i)) = <Pj\0, t) andpj is defined similarly. We then obtain

h(i, j) = Pi ° /?/' : Jj{x,j) -* Ji(xij),
which generate the holonomy pseudogroup (see Plante [4, p. 337]). Note that for any
k with Ul■C\ Uk.* 0, the composite h(k, i)° h(i, j) maps a subarc of cp;"'((0) X /)
onto a subarc of cp¡'((0) X /). Similarly, for any finite ordered chain Ui.U¡
with
U¡ ní//(
* 0, we have a well-defined composite h (i „,,/„,_ |)° ••■ °h(i2,ix).
Now let DCbe the set of all composites
h =M'm»'m-l)0

•••

•*('2.»l).

where im = /,, h is orientation reversing, and h has a fixed point. We remark that
since any h g % is defined on a connected arc, it has exactly one fixed point which
we denote by xh. We claim that the leaf Lh of ÍF through xh is nonorientable. To see
this choose a loop in Lh contained in the chain U¡, U, ,...,U¡
= U¡, based at xh.
Since M is oriented and h reverses the orientation at xh, this loop must also reverse
the local orientation of Lh at xh. Thus Lh is nonorientable.
Let 91 be the set of all nonorientable leaves of ÍF and define <S>
: % -* 91 by
3>(/7) = Lh. Now, $ is onto because for any nonorientable L any orientation
reversing loop in L based at x can be covered by a chain U¡ ,...,U¡
with
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U¡ n(//(|*
0 and /', = /„,. Then h = h(im, ím_|)° ■•■ ° h(i2, /',) is orientation
reversing and has x as a fixed point. Since % is countable this completes the proof of
the theorem.
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